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Abstract: In this paper, a new methodology for multi-criteria evaluation of a 

spa by visitors marks dominantly depending on the visitors’ satisfaction with 

the quality of rehabilitation (treatment in the spa) is given. This evaluation may 

be supplemented by a medical assessment of possible success of medical 

treatment depending on the current and general status of visitors, length of 

stay in the spa and types of treatment. This way of evaluating, the management 

of the spa can serve for forecasting visit those who were there and steps to be 

taken to the spa stays in a better quality. 
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Introduction 

 

It is known that almost every tourist center in aim of better 

understanding of its capabilities makes surveys that are filled by their guests. 

Usually there are number of questions which relate to tourist experiences during 

their stay like cleanness, food quality, hospitality etc..., all of which tourists can 

review with marks on scale from 0 to 5 or sometimes on scale from 1 to 5. 

Touristic object management based on these marks tends to fix eventual 

downsides (if there are any) and use good marks to promote their services. It is 

common practice that sum of these marks represent some middle value, usually 

arithmetic middle value, which if shown very high is used in marketing. 

Sometimes this is done partially so only average middle of high marks are 

presented, while for lower ones’ management tends to find problems and fix 

them for future. In case of spa touristic objects usually among questions is 

effectiveness of spa to its customer or effectiveness of treatment to illness or 

problem that tourist is experiencing. This question and answer is the most 

important one. This question and answer define essence of tourist visit to spa. 

Here it will be show one methodology for evaluation of tourist answers to 

questions that are presented in survey with highest effect of given mark to 

effectiveness of spa to tourist health. 

In general, this paper is continuation of the research on the impact of 

the dominant criteria in multi-criteria analysis (and multi-criteria evaluation) 

given in Žižović et al., 2017. Note that multi-criteria evaluation (and analysis) 

of today is quite studied and applied part of operation research. Basic concepts 
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related to this issue can be found in monographs Figueira et al. 2005, Hwang 

and Yoon, 1981, Roy, 1996, Saaty, 1982, Triantaphyllou, 2000 and Zeleny, 

1982. 

 

Survey of Spa Visitors 

 

We will assume that spa visitor is coming to spa for medical treatment 

or rehabilitation and recovery and that visitor has filled survey at end of his 

stay. We will assume situation where answers would be presented with 

numerical marks: 

5 – I am totally satisfied, 

4 – I am very satisfied, 

3 – I am very satisfied, but I do have minor complaints, 

2 – I am a little bit satisfied because I do have large number of minor complaints 

and few major complaints, 

1 – I have a lot of major complaints, 

0 – Service is totally unacceptable. 

 

We would note that tourist can give marks in between natural numbers 

like 3.5 or 3.7. 

For dominant or most important question we will take: “How do you 

evaluate effectiveness of spa and spa treatments to your health state?” We will 

assume that every tourist has filled this survey and has given answers as we 

described. 

 

Methodology for calculation of average mark for one tourist 

 

Here we will assume that questions 1 2, , , nQ Q Q
 given in survey 

represent criteria for spa evaluation for given tourist. We will assume that 

management of spa resort have given weight coefficient values  1 2, , nK K K
 

for answers to each of given questions (we assume that we have n  questions). 

Weight for question 1Q  is represented as 1K ; 

Weight for question 2Q  is represented as 2K ; 

 

Weight for question nQ  is represented as nK . 

 

We will assume that these weights sum up to 1, i.e., 

 

1 2 1nK K K   
. 
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It is expectable that highest weight is given to first question, while also it can 

be assumed that the rest of weighted coefficients have same value: 

1
2 3

1

1
n

K
K K K

n


   

 . 

In order to get with procedure of evaluation, it is needed to normalize marks in 

such way that marks given by tourist would be divided with number 5. In this 

way markings are converted in values between 0 and 1. These values we will 

show as: 

 

Mark on question 1Q  is 1a ; 

Mark on question 2Q  is 2a ; 

 

Mark on question nQ  is na . 

 

As evaluation for mark of tourist of spa resort, we propose mark given by 

formula: 

 

 1 1 1 2 2 n nE a K a a K a K       
. 

Evaluation of mark with this method is smaller or eventually equal to mark 1a

. This is easy to understand because: 

 

   1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1n n nE a K a a K a K a K K K a             
. 

From this follows that final mark of spa visitor would be between 1 1a K
 and 

1a , or when presented in numeric value it can be between 0 and 1.  

 

Using this method of evaluation, the management of touristic spa center can 

determine realistic level of satisfaction of a visitor who is first time in spa and 

also, his intention to come back again in spa. 

This method of evaluation is particularly connected to management where on 

given results it can be determined is there a will of coming back to spa resort 

for first time visitors. If effect of visitor treatment is low, then this can not be 

expected. 

 

With this method of evaluation, it can be given a comparison with another 

method – simple multi-criteria evaluation: 

 

1 1 2 2v n nE a K a K a K     
. 
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In the case that all weighted coefficients are equal, simple multi-criteria 

evaluation is simple arithmetic middle value. 

 

It is interesting that in a comparison of these two evaluations, the second one 

will almost always result in a higher value which don't represent the real 

perspective.  

 

Based on particular evaluation marks of all visitors, the complete mark of 

touristic spa center can be formed as arithmetic middle value. 

 

Important remark: In the case that we have arithmetic mean score of visitors on 

every question, then by the proposed formula we can get the new evaluation 

mark based on these average scores which management can better use instead 

of standard estimate. 

 

Example 1 

Data processed here are gathered in survey of 480 visitors to spa center Gornja 

Trepca in period between 1. VI and 12. XII 2016. 

 

Short on Gornja Trepča Spa: Territorial belongs to City of Čačak which is 18 

km away. From Gornji Milanovac is located 9 km. The temperature of mineral 

springs is 27 to 31 degrees Celsius. In the special hospital are treated the 

following group of diseases:   

- rheumatic diseases (inflammatory and degenerative),  

- nervous system diseases (multiple sclerosis),  

- digestive diseases,  

- diseases of peripheral bloodstream. 

 

Best known for treatment of sclerosis multiplex. Details can be seen at the spa 

site 

http://www.atomskabanjagornjatrepca.rs/en/medicaltreatment/indications.htm

l 

In this example, for evaluation it was taken answers to 6 questions. 

 

1. How do you mark improvement of your health state? 

 

Visitors have given following marks: 

 

- with mark 0 there has been 6.18% of visitors, 

- with mark 0.1 there has been 10.06% of visitors, 

- with mark 0.3 there has been 26.79% of visitors, 
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- with mark 0.5 there has been 20.12% of visitors, 

- with mark 0.7 there has been 18.42% of visitors, 

- with mark 0.9 there has been 10.06% of visitors, 

- with mark 1 there has been 8.37% of visitors. 

 

When translated to markings between 0 and 5, average mark is 2.47. 

 

2. How do you mark medical service? 

Marks are given from 0 to 5 and average mark is 4.94. 

 

3. How do you mark restaurant service? 

Marks are given from 0 to 5 and average mark is 4.81. 

 

4. How do you mark accommodation? 

Marks are given from 0 to 5 and average mark is 4.77. 

 

5. How do you mark hygiene? 

Marks are given from 0 to 5 and average mark is 4.86. 

 

6. How do you mark service of reception? 

Marks are given from 0 to 5 and average mark is 4.95. 

 

By doing analysis by purposed methodology with weight coefficient for first 

question of 0.5, while rest of questions would have weight coefficients of 0.1, 

final mark results as 0.488 or 2.44 when translated to mark between 1 and 5. 

 

If we use standard methodology where all weight coefficients are same, we get 

mark of 4.77 as result. 

 

If we use standard methodology with weight coefficient that are shown here, 

result is 3.67. 

If we look at the same data as in the previous example with different calculation 

answer to the first question we get a new example 

 

Example 2 

 

If we take into account that opinion of visitor about his health improvement is 

vastly subjective because it is usually connected with unrealistic expectations 

and wishes, it is advisable that this mark should be combined with mark of 

medical doctors who treated visitor. Doctors mark is given in relation to 

improvement of visitor health state when observed from day he arrived at the 

spa center to end of his medical treatment. This mark is average 0.9. 
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Combining of these two marks and calculating of average mark with use of 

geometric mean, we get to following marks to first question: 

 

- mark 0 is given by 6.18% visitors, 

- mark 0.3 is given by 10.6% visitors, 

- mark 0.52 is given by 26.79% visitors, 

- mark 0.67 is given by 20.12% visitors, 

- mark 0.9 is given by 10.06% visitors, 

- mark 0.95 is given by 8.37% visitors. 

 

These marks give average mark, when translated to numerals between 1 and 5, 

of 3,1 and mark by methodology presented here is 0,617 or 3,08 when translated 

to numerals between 1 and 5. Mark with these data done in standard 

methodology with same weight coefficients is 4.58, and standard methodology 

mark average mark is 3,98 when we use weight coefficients used here. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Method purposed here can be more successfully used on returning visitors who 

did visit spa center for first time, because their subjective state is more realistic. 

It would be interesting to make evaluation of visitors based on type of illness 

they are experiencing and want to gain relief upon in spa center, but those data 

we did not have. 

 

 
Hotel Vujan in Gornja Trepca spa resort 
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